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WEEKEND AT CAMPORA (SA) ITALY  

A SELF ACTUALIZED NATURALISTIC TRAIL NO PROFIT LINE -Χλωρις- 

ON SATURDAY –  H. 10,00 am -  Breakfast with typical dishes of the local farmers. 

H. 11,00 am -  Review of Art works on figures and tools that have characterized uses, 

costumes and traditions of the agro pastoral forestry civilization. 

H. 12,00 am - A lunch break – Domestic Laboratory of proximity-Ancient Cuisine of the 

Longevity. 

H. 16,00 pm - International Master Class on the Network Marketing-Focus- The Life Style   
Mediterranean Diet. (Megalithism-Legislation-Food-Transnational  
Agreements- Dialogues in the Mediterranean). 

OVERNIGHT STAY  Accommodation at a private house overlooking an Arcadian Landscape  
which is rich in multicolored vegetation. 

ON SUNDAY          H. 9,00 am  Trekking and an International Archery Competition of the Ham-Shooting 
by the primitive bow. 
First step in a wooded location under the Big Oak of the Fairies. Stop at the site of “rural archaeology”, 
with structures in stone drywalls for the collection of the water and for the housing of the animals, an 
example of autonomous and mono familiar economy. Second step on the lush banks of the Calore river, 
inside a perimeter of a hazelnut grove integrated by bio natural, vegetal crops. Third step in a relaxing 
grassland plain of the Calore River Valley and to admire the nearby rocky ravines, in the place 
denominated Laura (Lauda), a refugee of ascetism and of prayer, inhabited by Basilian Monks (about 726 
A.D.) before they settled in the village where they founded monasteries and where they taught the 
solidarity, the charity, techniques of the land cultivation which are still in use, as well as, the processing a 
preservation of the agricultural products. 

H. 1,00 pm - Picnic lunch- Opportunities to book food and wine specialties. 

H. 4,00 pm – Presentation and vision of the short film “Shadows” on the city called Harmony, with 
historical references and an invitation to the brotherhood and to the cooperation. Just 7 minutes. 

Departure with your own timetable. 

AIM: The globalization is a process which can alter the identity of a polis affecting the styles of life.Then, 
it is necessary to preserve, to protect and to promote the diversity of the cultural expressions (UNESCO 
Convention 20/10/2005), on behalf of the future generations. 

INFO  

Prof. Angelo Paolo Perriello, coordinator of the communitas programme-Systems of communications in 
foreign languages-English is a priority-Campora (SA) Italy-Via re d’Italia 5, in the heart of the National 
Park of Cilento, Vallo di Diano and Alburni (UNESCO Heritage)- City of Vallo della Lucania (SA), Italy, Via 
Stefano Passero 80 -SALERNO, Italy, Via Fusandola 12, near the international seaport, Dock Manfredi. 
Mobile +39-3337994130- E mail: perriello.angelo@tim.it - a.perriello50@libero.it   - 
The effigy: the woman with the torch acting counterwind.                                                 
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